
ingredients needed:

Recipes
recipe #24

503 
Balloon Holder

BR74HG 
Dual Foil + Latex 
Inflator

equipment:
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255426
9–ea Bubbles™
Balloon

831
Mini Cool Aire®

Dual Pro™ Inflator

Q0541
40–ea 5"Black Latex
Balloon

Q26041
9–ea Uninflated
260 Balloons

15001
Monofilament

Love Is In The Air Arch

 



Step 2: Helium inflate 9 more
Bubbles™ Balloons. Attach to
balloon holder

Step 3: Air-fill 5" balloons to be used
as clusters.

Step 4: To make a balloon cluster, air-
fill two 5" balloons to approximately
4.5". Tie the 2 necks together to make
a duplet. Air-fill another duplet.

Step 5: Twist the 2 duplets together
to form a cluster.

Step 1: Helium inflate Bubbles™
Balloons with the latex tip until full.
Tie an uninflated Q260 balloon to the
stem.

Recipes
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Step 6: Make 10 balloon clusters. 
Set aside.

Love Is In The Air Arch
recipe #24



Step 8: Slip the balloon cluster onto
the balloon stem between the knot
of the uninflated Q260 and the
“bulb” of the balloon.

Step 9: To secure the cluster, twist
the balloons around the stem of the
Bubbles™ Balloon. When you have
spaced the balloons properly along
the length of the monofilament,
secure the Bubbles™ Balloons in
place by tying the uninflated Q260
balloon in a knot under the cluster.
Clip off the excess Q260 balloon.

MMEERRCCHHAANNDDIISSIINNGG TTIIPPSS
Bubbles™ Balloon arches can be inflated up to 4 weeks prior to a holiday. For merchandising displays, make several
balloon arches throughout the store. Decorate the registers, floral department, bakery, and center/main aisle. To
turn your decorations into sales, clip the monofilament line on both sides of the bubble, DO NOT cut the stem of
the Bubble balloon. Attach a ribbon and a weight and sell the balloon!

Step 7: Stretch monofilament line
tightly between two points. Clip the
pre-attached balloon ribbon off of
the Bubbles™ Balloon.Tie the
Bubbles™ Balloon to the monofila-
ment line with the uninflated Q260
balloon. Repeat, spreading balloons
approximately 18" apart. Tip: Attach
each balloon with a single knot first,
to allow the balloon to be spaced 
correctly before tying a secure knot.
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Heart Day Balloon Arch
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